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ABSTRACT 

Assessment is one type of action in interaction. It is very common, as it can appear in any 

conversation and context. The term assessment broadly covers any evaluative action in 

interaction. The simplest form of assessment contains an assessable (entity or reference being 

evaluated) and an assessment (the evaluation towards the assessable). The current study is a 

preliminary study which explores the multimodal structure of assessment in Indonesian 

conversation. The method employed is Conversation Analysis. The data is taken from 6 hours of 

video recorded naturally occurring Indonesian conversation, involving a different number of 

participants. The current analysis suggests that assessment is a two-steps action which involves 

firstly the orientation to a focal point, and subsequently the production or display of evaluation 

towards that focal point. Evaluation can be produced verbally, displayed through non-verbal 

means, or a combination of the two. The non-verbal evaluation may be produced early in the turn, 

almost concurrent with the production of the assessable, which is earlier than its verbal 

counterpart. The current study adds to our understanding of the multimodal structure of 

conversational interaction, especially on conversational Indonesian, a language variety widely 

used in Indonesian society, yet receives very limited research attention. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Assessment is one type of action in interaction. Other 

types of action in interaction are such as request, 

offer, invitation, complaint, etc. Assessment is very 

common since it broadly covers various types of 

evaluative action. It occurs in various contexts, such 

as pedagogy (Pillet-Shore, 2012), medical (Antaki & 

O’Reilly, 2013), adult-child interaction (Filipi & 

Wales, 2010), etc. It can be done towards various 

types of objects, such as people, items, ideas, activity, 

etc. 

In terms of structure, in general, assessment 

consists of two elements: assessable (referent) and 

assessment/ assessment term/ evaluation. Assessable 

or referent is the object of the assessment or 

evaluation. Assessment, assessment term, or 

evaluation is the element of the talk that carries the 

assessment or evaluation. Assessment or evaluation 

may be carried through different modalities, and not 

only verbal/ linguistic means (e.g. Goodwin, 1986; 

Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; Goodwin, 2007; 

Ruusuvuori & Peräkylä, 2009).  

Assessment may occur as a single 

(conversational) turn, containing an assessable and an 

assessment term (e.g. Extract 1). Assessment may 

also occur in bits and pieces through multiple 

(conversational) turns, performed by multiple 

participants (e.g. Extract 2).  

https://ejournal.upi.edu/index.php/IJAL/article/view/24999
https://doi.org/10.17509/ijal.v10i1.24999
mailto:rkadek@ntu.edu.sg
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Extract 1: Single-turn assessment ( Pomerantz, 1984, p. 60) 
1 A : … She was a nice lady 

 

Extract 2: multi-turn, multi-participants assessment ( Pomerantz, 1984, p. 57) 
1 J : Let’s feel the water. Oh it… 

2 R : It’s wonderful. It’s just right. It’s like 

  Bathtub water 

In Extract 1, the assessment is produced as a 

single (conversational) turn (Line 1) and by a single 

speaker (Speaker A). While in Extract 2, the 

assessment spanned two (conversational) turns by 

two speakers (J and R). In Line 1, J produces the 

assessable ‘the water’, while inviting R to feel the 

water. The assessment is then produced by R 

afterward, i.e. ‘wonderful’.  

Perhaps owing to its ubiquity and 

straightforward nature of identification in 

conversational data, to date, there is a quite sizeable 

study on assessment (such as Filipi & Wales, 2010; 

Goodwin, 1986; Jones, 1997; Pomerantz, 1975; 

Takanashi et al., 2006; Tanaka, 2016; Tolins, 2013, 

etc.). Those studies are either focusing on the 

assessment itself or utilizing assessment as a point of 

departure to study other interactional phenomena.  

One of the earliest works on assessment by 

Pomerantz (1984) has given way for the observation 

of a fundamental structure in social interaction, 

namely preference organization (Pomerantz & 

Heritage, 2013). The same study (Pomerantz, 1984) 

has also given a solid foundation for the investigation 

of some key topics in Conversation Analysis (CA), 

such as affiliation (Lindstrom & Sorjonen, 2013) and 

response design (Lee, 2013). Slightly later works on 

assessment, such as Goodwin (1986), and Goodwin 

and Goodwin (1987) contribute greatly to the 

development of interest on the multimodal structure 

of social interaction. Epistemic in interaction, one of 

the key topics in CA, has also begun to be 

investigated through the investigation of assessment 

(Heritage, 2012; Heritage & Raymond, 2005; 

Raymond & Heritage, 2006).  

Though assessment has been productively 

studied before, up to this point in time, it is still a 

relevant topic. In the year 2018 alone, there are at 

least 7 published works on assessment. Two of them 

focus on the structure of assessment itself (Park, 

2018; Seuren, 2018); while, five other employ 

assessment as starting point to analyze other 

interactional phenomena (Benwell & Rhys, 2018; 

Day & Kristiansen, 2018; Ivaldi, 2018; Kiyimba et 

al., 2018; Oshima, 2018). The current study focuses 

on the structure of assessment itself in Indonesian 

conversation. It is a less explored topic, in a less 

explored language (conversational Indonesian). 

So far, to the best of my knowledge, there has 

been no highly accessible journal article on 

assessment in Indonesian (Language). This is rather 

surprising and disappointing, considering that it has 

been a while since the initial works on assessment 

(the late 70s and early 80s) and there have been 

numerous works on assessment. A quick search on 

Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis 

bibliography database (EMCA Bibliography 

Database, n.d.) results in 138 entries for keyword 

“assessment”, which means that to date, there are 

roughly 138 works on assessment.  

Perhaps, the issue scarcity is not limited to the 

study on assessment per se, it may well be a common 

problem in the field of research on Conversational 

Indonesia.  

The term “Indonesian Language” encompasses 

wide varieties of regional and formality level. 

Different regions in Indonesian may have their own 

“local flavor” or “variety”. Some varieties that have 

been documented are Riau (Gil, 2008), Papua (Fields 

& Fields, 2010), Manado (Stoel, 2000), Jakarta 

(Sneddon, 2006), etc. In addition, owing to its 

diglossic situation (Sneddon, 2003), less attention has 

been given to conversational Indonesian, as opposed 

to its highly celebrated and standardized counterpart: 

the standard Indonesian. Though the conversational 

and standard Indonesian share a high number of 

common vocabularies, conversational Indonesian 

varieties are generally less complex than standard 

Indonesian, especially in terms of verbal morphology 

(See Ewing, 2005 for a more detailed discussion on 

the structure of conversational Indonesian ). 

Though most Indonesian speak conversation/ 

colloquial Indonesian (Ewing, 2005), it appears that 

there is a strong tendency of denying its legitimacy. 

A similar tendency appears to be present in research 

on Conversational Indonesian. Studies that 

investigate naturally occurring conversational 

Indonesian are very scarce or simply hard to access. 

To date and to the best of my knowledge, there are 

only a handful of highly accessible works on 

conversational/ colloquial Indonesian.  Some of the 

highly accessed works are Sneddon (2006), Wouk 

(1998; 2001, 2005), Williams (2009), Ewing (2005), 

Djenar (2006; 2013), and Djenar & Ewing (2015). 

The current study is aimed at filling the gap in 

the field of research of conversational Indonesian, 

specifically on naturally occurring face to face 

conversational Indonesian. As a preliminary study, 

the current study is intended to be a foundation of 

further studies on naturally occurring Indonesian/ 

conversational Indonesian.  

 

 

METHOD 

The current study employed the qualitative approach 

of Conversation Analysis (CA). CA is initially built 

upon the observation that people take turn to talk 

(Sacks et al., 1974). Different than the conventional 

linguistics units of sentence, clause, phrase, and 
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word: the fundamental unit of CA is (conversational) 

turn. Turn is marked by the changing of speaker. A 

turn may be made up of different units. Those units 

are referred to as Turn Constructional Unit (TCU): a 

unit of talk that is capable of being understood in 

solitary. A TCU may consist of linguistic or non-

linguistic item. It may consist of a single facial 

movement, facial expression, gesticulation, phrase, 

clause, or even sentence.  

 

Data and participants 

The current study employed some 6-hours of video-

recorded, naturally-occurring Indonesian 

conversation. Naturally occurring conversation refers 

to the non-directed conversation. The participants are 

given the freedom to talk about any topic in any way 

they want. The point is to record and analyze 

authentic interaction. 

The recording was done some years ago in 

Bali, Indonesia. Provisionally the language variety in 

the recording can be referred to as “conversational 

Indonesian spoken in Bali” (Oktarini, 2017, p. 8) to 

recognize some elements of the data and findings 

which may not be readily applicable to other regional 

varieties of Indonesian.  

There are 25 participants in the video 

recording. All of the participants are above 18 years 

old and have given their written consent to participate 

in the study. Pseudonyms and mock place names are 

in use to maintain the participant’s anonymity. 

Sketches, generated from tracing the still images 

from the video recording, are also in use when 

required to maintain the participant’s anonymity. 

 

Data analysis 

The first step in doing a study employing 

Conversation Analysis is to create a “collection” (ten 

Have, 2007; Sidnell, 2010). In the current study, that 

first step is creating an assessment collection 

(collection of excerpts containing assessments). 

There is roughly 190 sequence of assessment or 

sequence of interaction containing assessment 

(extracts) in the 6 hours data. Some consist of a single 

turn containing/ performing assessment, while some 

may consist of even up to ten assessments. 

After creating an assessment collection, a 

careful and fine-grained multimodal analysis on each 

of the assessments in the collection is done.  

For the current study, the term “verbal 

modality” of assessment refers to any evaluative 

action done through verbal means. While the term 

“non-verbal modality” of assessment refers to any 

evaluative action involving bodily movements or 

facial expressions. CA studies has long identified 

bodily movement as a modality or mean to perform 

communicative action  (see Goodwin & Goodwin, 

1987; Goodwin, 2007; Kaukomaa et al., 2013; 

Schenkein, 1978, etc.). 

Fasulo and Monzoni (2009) even employ the 

term “assessment” to refer to the multimodal act of 

assessment, while employing the term “verbal 

assessment” to refer to an assessment done verbally. 

Their classification points out to the understanding of 

the significance of multimodality in the construction 

of assessment. Assessment is essentially multimodal.  

The Findings and Discussion section of this 

article present the result of the multimodal analysis 

of the collection.  

 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The current study observes some of the basic features 

of (multimodal) assessment in the Indonesian 

Language. The findings and discussion sections are 

divided into three main sub-sections. It starts with the 

simplest kind of assessment, assessment produced by 

one participant as one turn. Then the section 

continues with the more complex kind of assessment, 

assessment jointly produced by two participants. The 

section then ends with an even more complex 

assessment, assessment produced by more than two 

participants.  

 

Assessment produced by one participant as one 

turn 

This sub-section presents two conversational 

extracts: the first one is a verbal assessment and the 

second one is a combination of verbal and non-verbal 

assessment.   

 

Verbal assessment 

In Extract 3 below, Putri is talking to Gede about one 

of the rides that she tried in Taman Ria, an 

amusement park that she visited a few months ago. 

 

Extract 3: TA-02_0045 

In Extract 3, Putri says, yang naik, naik, naik 

sepeda yang tidur itu yang paling seru menurutku 

‘the reclining bike that goes up, up, (and) up (is) (the) 

most exciting (one), in my opinion’ (Line 1-2). The 

assessable is yang naik, naik, naik sepeda yang tidur 

itu ‘the reclining bike that goes up, up, (and) up’ 

(Line 1). While the (verbal) assessment term is paling 

seru ‘(the) most exciting’ (Line 1-2).  

The assessment in Line 1-2, Extract 3 is 

produced within a part of a conversation on different 

1 → Putri : Yang naik, naik,  naik  sepeda yang  tidur   itu  paling  

    REL  go-up go-up  go-up  bike  REL  lie-down that  most 

2 →   seru        menurutku   

    exciting  in-my-opinion 

    The reclining bike that goes up, up, (and) up (is) (the) most exciting 

(one), in my opinion. 
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rides that Putri tried in an amusement park she visited 

a few months ago. In all likelihood, Gede, the 

listener, has not ridden that ride or even visited that 

amusement park. He is only planning to visit the city 

where the amusement park is located. 

Putri produces the assessable in Extract 3 (Line 

1) little by little, letting Gede slowly imagine and 

figure out the assessable. By that, Gede orients his 

attention to the ride, though he has not seen it before. 

After producing the assessable in such a way (Line 

1), Putri produces the assessment, i.e. paling seru 

‘(the) most exciting’ (Line 1-2).  

The organization of Putri’s assessment in 

Extract 3 (Line 1-2) points out that, firstly, 

assessment is a two-step action. The first step is to get 

the hearer or the interlocutor to orient (direct his or 

her attention) to a focal point. The second step is to 

produce their assessment towards that entity that has 

just been established as a focal point. In Extract 3, the 

orientation to a focal point (presentation of 

assessable) precedes the presentation of assessment.  

The bulk of current literature on assessment 

focuses on the evaluative element of assessment 

(such as Antaki, 2002; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992; 

Ivaldi, 2018, etc.) or response to assessment (such as 

Hayano, 2011; Heritage, 2002; Pomerantz, 1975, 

etc.). So far, almost no attention is given to the 

structure of presenting the assessable. As we 

observed in Extract 3, in establishing orientation to 

the assessable is crucial in assessment (Cf. Oktarini, 

2019). Participants’ orientation to the assessable 

needs to be established prior to the production of 

assessment or evaluation of the assessable.  

The above ordering also in line with Indonesian 

grammatical structure, in which Noun (subject) is 

produced before Adjective (predicate). Different 

ordering is observed in language that has non-Noun 

initial grammatical structures, such as Japanese 

(Tanaka, 2016). 

 

Verbal and non-verbal assessment 

Extract 4 occurs in a five-party conversation: Ms K 

and her four former students: Ketut, Made, Rani, 

Rina, and Wayan. 

 

Extract 4: AC_01_1803 

LP in Line 2 Extract 4 stands for Lulus 

Percobaan ‘probationary pass’. In line 1 Wayan tells 

Ms K that there are many students who get LP on the 

previous semester. She then continues by listing 

down the students, Mika, Putra, (Line 2).  

However, before Wayan completes listing the 

students down, both Made and Ms K produce a turn. 

Made produces an interjection, a rising intonation eh. 

The rising intonation eh, indicates disbelief.  While, 

Ms K produces a turn, Mika itu lo, adu::h ‘(that boy) 

Mika, uwh’ (Line 4).  

Figure 1 depicts the moment when Ms K 

initiates Line 4, at the point when she produces the 

syllable Mi- (see Extract 4, Line 4). Figure 2 depicts 

the moment shortly after when Ms K produces the 

syllable -ka of the word Mika (Extract 4, Line 4). By 

comparing the two still images (sketches), Ms K’s 

bodily movement is clearly observable. Ms K is the 

one who sits with her back to the camera. In Figure 

1, we can observe that Ms K’s is sitting in a straight 

posture. Then, in Figure 2, we can observe how Ms 

K pulls her body backward and tilts her head to the 

left.  

Ms K’s turn (Line 4) is an assessment. The 

assessable is Mika. The evaluation or assessment is 

done through non-verbal and verbal modalities. The 

non-verbal modality is Ms K’s bodily movement. Her 

bodily movement can be understood as a kind display 

of frustration. While the verbal modality is 

interjection aduh ‘uwh’ (Line 4). 

Aduh ‘uwh’, an Indonesian interjection, is 

commonly produced in the presence of some kind of 

misfortune or other negative circumstances. Aduh can 

be produced in the context of frustration as well.  

In Line 4, aduh ‘uwh’ is produced in an 

elongated way, and there is discernible stress on the 

second syllable duh. The elongation and stress 

intensify the conveyance of the word aduh. Together, 

the two modalities can be understood as revealing Ms 

K’s frustration or her negative assessment towards 

the assessable. 

The piece of conversation in Extract 4 shows 

that, firstly, assessment can be produced through both 

verbal and non-verbal modalities. Then secondly, 

assessment can be carried by verbal means other than 

an adjective, i.e. interjection. Thirdly, non-verbal 

assessment can be performed rather early, i.e. in 

overlap with the tail end of the production of the 

assessable.  

1  Wayan : Di    kelasnya saya itu   lo  LP sih Ms. K, banyak,  

    PREP  class-DET  I  that  PART   PART        many 

2    Mika, Putra,= 

    In my class, (there are) many (students) who get LP 

3  Made : =[eh] 
4 → Ms. K : =[ Mi]|ka itu   lo, adu:::h 

              that PART   uwh 

          |((pull her body))  

    (that boy) Mika, uwh 

5  Wayan : Putra, Indra, itu LP sebenarnya 

                  that   in-reality 

    Putra, Indra, (they) actually (get) LP 
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Figure 1 

Ms K’s body position at the beginning of Line 4 

(Extract 4) 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

Ms K's body position at the second syllable of Line 

4 (Extract 4) 

      
 
[ 

The observation in Extract 4 holds the stipulated 

principle that assessment is a two-step action: first is 

getting the hearer to orient to a focal point and second 

is producing the assessment.  

In Extract 4, the speaker orients the listener to a 

focal point by mentioning the name Mika. Earlier, in 

Line 2, two names are being mentioned. Through the 

mention of Mika at the beginning of Line 4, attention 

is brought towards Mika, instead of the other name, 

i.e. Putra. 

Another principle that can be proposed based on 

the observation in Extract 4 is regarding the 

organization of non-verbal and verbal assessment in 

the case where both are present. Non-verbal 

assessment can “leak” and be produced almost 

concurrently with the assessable. The non-verbal 

assessment is not done in complete overlap with the 

production of the assessable in Extract 4.  

Earlier literature on assessment (Goodwin & 

Goodwin, 1992) has touched upon the problem of 

delineating assessment. Evaluation can be produced 

non-verbally and is concurrent with other verbal 

actions. Our finding in Extract 4 adds more 

granularity to Goodwin and Goodwin (1992) claim. 

Non-verbal evaluation can be performed prior to its 

verbal counterpart and even almost overlap with the 

assessable. 

 

Assessment jointly produced by two participants 

First speaker produces assessable, second speaker 

produces assessment  

Extract 5 occurs in a two-party conversation. Gede is 

going to visit a city (T) that Putri has just visited a 

few months back. Gede mentions the name of some 

places, and then Putri gives her opinion about 

whether those places are worth to visit.   
 

 
Extract 5: TA-02_0043 

 

In Line 1 Gede mentions Taman Ria, referring 

to a famous amusement park in T City while 

indicating that Taman Ria may be the last thing on 

his mind (Line 1). Without leaving a considerable gap 

in between, Putri says, ndak bagus, ndak ‘not good, 

no’, indicating that Taman Ria is not a good place to 

visit.  

In this extract (Extract 5), the assessment 

(action) is produced jointly by the two participants, 

Gede and Putri. In Line 1, Gede produces the 

assessable, Taman Ria. Then, in Line 2 Putri 

produces the assessment.  

The observation in Extract 5 points out to firstly 

the participants’ orientation to the ongoing project 

(Cf. Levinson, 2013). The participants are aware that 

the project of this particular part of the conversation 

is sharing evaluation on places. Hence, when Gede 

proposes a name, Putri immediately can produce an 

evaluation. Secondly, the observation in Extract 5 

also points out to the participants’ orientation to the 

structure of assessment in grammatical sense (Ochs 

et al., 1996), much like how the participant can 

cooperatively construct an if-clause (Lerner, 1996). 

 

First speaker produces assessable and assessment 

after being prompted by second speaker 

Extract 6 occurs a few seconds after the talk in 

Extract 5. The participants, Gede and Putri, are still 

talking about Taman Ria, the amusement park 

discussed in Extract 5. In Extract 6, Putri shares her 

opinion after trying out (all) rides in Taman Ria.  

In Line 1-2 (Extract 6) Putri says, semua 

wahana, semua semua semua tuh bisa make. Tak 

cobain tuh, satu- semuanya tak cobain ‘(I) can ride 

all, all, all rides; (and) I tried that, one-, I tried them 

all’. She mentions about all rides (in Taman Ria), 

while also informing that she has tried them all.  

There is a cut-off quality at the end of the word 

satu ‘one’ (Line 2). The cut-off may be an indication 

of a self-repair (Schegloff, 2007, 2013). She may 

have planned to say tak cobain tuh, satu – satu ‘I tried 

one by one’, putting emphasizing on how she has 

1 → Gede : Apa  men  lagi, Taman Ria aja    ↑yah 

    what PART again           only tag-question 

    What else, (there’s) only Taman Ria (left), isn't’ it? 

2 → Putri : Ndak bagus, ndak. 

    no   good   no 

    Not good, no. 
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tried each of the rides. However, she changes her turn 

midway into semuanya tak cobain ‘I tried them all’, 

emphasizing on her comprehensive experience 

regarding the rides in Taman Ria.  

In Line 3, Gede says trus ‘(and) then’ in a rising 

intonation. His turn can be understood as a request 

for Putri to continue her turn. The talk in Extract 6 

can be said to be produced within a bigger “project” 

(Levinson, 2013) of getting Putri’s recommendation 

regarding places to visit in T City. By asking Putri to 

continue, Gede orients to that bigger project, ushering 

Putri to continue with her assessment regarding the 

rides.  

 

Extract 6: TA_02_0044 

As prompted by Gede, Putri then produces her 

assessment regarding all rides in Taman Ria (Line 4). 

She says biasa aja ‘so-so’. In so doing, Line 1-2 

which was initially produced as an informing is then 

turned into the first part of an assessment, with Line 

4 as its second part.  

Similar to the assessment in Extract 5, the 

assessment in Extract 6 is jointly produced. The 

difference is, in Extract 5 the assessable and 

assessment term is produced by different 

participants; while in Extract 6, the assessable and 

assessment term is produced by the same participant. 

Instead of producing the assessment, in Extract 6, the 

second participant prompts the first participant to 

produce the assessment term. 

The observation in Extract 6 points out to the 

participants'  orientation  to  their  epistemic status  

 

(Heritage, 2012; Heritage & Raymond, 2005; 

Raymond & Heritage, 2006), as well as the current 

interactional project and interactional grammatical 

structure. Gede who has no knowledge about the 

rides understands that as an assessment, the action is 

incomplete. However, he cannot complete the action 

by himself as he does not have the knowledge to 

produce the evaluation. Hence, he prompts Putri to 

produce the assessment.  

 

Assessment jointly produced by more than two 

participants  

First speaker produces assessable and assessment 

after prompted by another speaker 

Extract 7 is an all-female, 4-party, conversation 

(Ayu, Dewi, Santi, and Eka). However, since Eka is 

occupied with her phone, she does not contribute to 

the conversation.  
 

Extract 7: RP_01_2948 

 

In Line 1 Ayu says, eh, bajunya kakaknya 

Nyoman tu lo ‘hey (you remember) Nyoman sister’s 

outfit’. Kakaknya Nyoman is translated as ‘Nyoman’s 

sister’ (Line 1). Earlier, the participants talk about 

their experience in attending Nyoman sister’s 

wedding. Though Ayu employs gender-neutral 

pronoun kakak ‘older sibling’, from that earlier talk, 

we know that Nyoman’s older sibling is a female.  

Indonesian demonstrative pronoun tu ‘that’ 

refers to a remote object. It may be remote in terms 

1 → Putri : Semua wahana, semua semua semua tuh   bisa make 

    all   ride     all   all   all  that  can   use 

2    Tak  cobain tuh,  satu- semuanya tak cobain (.) 

    I    tried  that  one         all    I  tried 

    (I) can ride all, all, all rides; (and) I tried that, one-, I tried 

them all. 

3  Gede : Trus? 
    (and) then? 

4 → Putri : Biasa    aja 

    ordinary only 

    So-so 

 

1 → Ayu : Eh, bajunya        kakaknya     Nyoman tu   lo 

    hey the-outfit  the-older-sibling       that PART 

    Hey, (you remember) Nyoman sister’s outfit. 

2  Dewi : [ >kenapa<] 

       why 

    What about (it)? 

 

 

3  Ayu : [˚bajunya˚]nya 

4  Santi : eh 

    What? 

5  Ayu : Dua puluh dua ↑↑ju:↓ta  

    Twenty-two million (Rupiah) 

6 → Dewi : Pih   dia  itu   nyewa   lagi,   co[ba ] 

    INTJ*  3SG that   rent    more     try 

    (You know what), what’s more (is that) she (is) even renting, (can you 

believe it)? 

7  Ayu :                                    [yaʔa] 
    Yes 

8 → Santi : Ya ampun 

    My goodness  
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of location or time. Since the reference is non-

discoverable in the physical surrounding, likely, tu 

refers to a remote object in the time dimension. It 

refers to an object from the past. Tu ‘that’ (Line 1) 

can be understood as referring to the outfit that 

Nyoman’s sister wore sometime in the past. 

By saying bajunya kakaknya Nyoman tu ‘hey 

(you remember) Nyoman sister’s outfit’, Ayu 

introduces an object, the outfit, into the conversation. 

At the same time, since Ayu refers to a past time, 

there is a possibility that all participants have seen 

that outfit in the past. Ayu does not only introduce the 

outfit but also more likely reminds the other 

participants about the outfit. That outfit now becomes 

relevant in their conversation as Ayu tries to induce 

the other participants to retrieve their memory about 

the outfit. However, what is the relevant next action 

may still be unclear here (Cf. Adjacency Pair and 

Relevance Next Action Schegloff, 2007).  

Dewi seems to be lost. In Line 2, Dewi produces 

an “open class repair initiator” (Drew, 1997) kenapa 

‘what about (it)’, indicating her issue with Ayu’s turn 

(Line 1). Noting that Dewi employs kenapa ‘what 

about (it)’ and not yang mana ‘which one’, or some 

other repair initiators. Kenapa ‘what about (it)’ 

indicates that Dewi does not have any issue in 

remembering the outfit, she is only confused why all 

of a sudden Ayu mentions the outfit. 

In overlap with Dewi’s turn (Line 2), Ayu 

repeats the word bajunya ‘the outfit’ (Line 3). In so 

doing, she can be understood as highlighting that 

bajunya ‘the outfit’ is the gist of her turn (Line 1).  

Then slightly behind Dewi’s turn (Line 2) and 

Ayu’s turn (Line 3), Santi also produces “open class 

repair initiator” in the form of eh in a rising 

intonation. Santi’s turn, similar to Dewi’s (Line 2), 

can be understood as indicating her confusion on 

Line 1. The difference is since Santi employs a non-

specific repair initiator, there is no indication of how 

much of Ayu’s turn has been heard and understood 

by her. Rising eh can indicate many different things, 

from trouble in hearing to disbelief.  

As a response to the repair initiators (Line 2 and 

4), Ayu says dua puluh juta ‘twenty-two million 

(rupiah)’ (Line 5, Extract 7). That amount in IDR 

equal to around USD 2,000 at that time.  

It appears that this piece of information in Line5 

is vital. It enables the other participants to progress 

with their conversation (repair initiator, asks for 

clarification, therefore it cannot be considered as 

progressing the conversation). In Line 6, Dewi says, 

pih dia itu nyewa lagi, coba ‘(You know what), 

what’s more (is that) she (is) even renting, (can you 

believe it)?’. The interjection pih is a quite common 

interjection in conversational Indonesian spoken in 

the area of Denpasar - Bali. This interjection is also 

common for spoken Balinese variety in that area. 

Interjection pih carries disbelief, as well as a hint of 

disgust.  

The verb coba ‘try’ at the end of Line 6, is a 

kind of construction. It can be construed as the 

truncated form of a verbal request coba pikir ‘go 

figure’. This construction ‘go figure’ is a rather 

common construction in conversational Indonesian 

spoken in Denpasar - Bali. The construction, as well 

as its truncated form, carries one’s disbelief. The 

“logic” behind it is that one is utterly taken aback, 

hence asking the interlocutor to go figure. 

Both disbelief and hint of disgust that the 

interjection pih and the truncated construction coba 

carry can be understood as Dewi’s stance. Though on 

the surface, Line 6 appears to be giving information 

that the outfit is rented, it also subtly carries her 

stance.  

Since Line 6 reveals Dewi’s stance, she can also 

be understood as doing an assessment. Nyoman 

sister’s outfit, which is produced in Line 1, can be 

seen as the assessable. While the underlying stance of 

disbelief and disgust displayed in Line 6 is Dewi’s 

assessment of the outfit. Noting that it is also possible 

that the disbelief and hint of disgust are specifically 

directed towards the piece of information that the 

outfit is a rented outfit. In any way, the disbelief and 

hint of disgust are in general directed at the outfit.  

Subsequently, Ayu confirms the information 

that Dewi shared (Line 6). In overlap with the tail end 

of Dewi’s turn, Ayu says yaʔa ‘yes’ (Line 7).  

Then, without leaving a considerable gap in 

between, Santi says ya ampun ‘my goodness’ (Line 

8) in response. Her turn carries disbelief. Line 8 is the 

second assessment in sequence after the object of the 

assessment is produced (Line 1). Line 8 can be seen 

as Santi’s assessment, both towards the information 

in Line 6 (that the outfit is rented), as well as the outfit 

itself. 

 

First speaker produces assessment term after other 

speakers’ assessment term  

The conversation in Extract 8 is taken from a mixed-

gender four-party conversation at dinnertime. The 

participants are Sinta, Putu, Ratna, and  Teddy.  Since 

Teddy is occupied with his dinner, he does not 

contribute to the conversation.

 

Extract 8: PH_02_1502 
1  Sinta : Jarang – jarang   kan  [Tu] 
    seldom   seldom  PART 

    (This is) rare, isn’t (it), Tu? 

2 → Putu :                        [ Se]harusnya  Wulan  jadi   di  

                           supposed-to-be       become PREP  

3    sini 

    here 

    Wulan (is the one that) supposed to be here 
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In Line 1, Sinta says, jarang – jarang kan, Tu 

‘(this is) rare, isn’t (it), Tu. Tu is the short form of 

Putu. Consequently, her turn (Line 1) can be 

understood to be addressed at Putu.  

On the day of the data collection, the data 

collection team bought dinner for the four 

participants. The four of the participants were all 

students at that time and they highly appreciated the 

free dinner.  

In Line 2 Putu says, seharusnya Wulan jadi di 

sini di sini ‘Wulan (is the one) that supposed to be 

here’. He can be understood as suggesting that the 

more fitting person to be involved in the recording is 

Wulan.  

Then without leaving a considerable gap in 

between, Ratna says, wue lengkap dah tuh ‘aha, that 

(would be) complete’ (Line 4). She can be understood 

as conveying that Wulan would make their current 

situation complete. Ratna’s turn does not reveal why 

Wulan’s presence will make their current situation 

complete. Yet, apparently, there is some kind of 

shared understanding between Putu and Ratna that 

Wulan would be a fitting person for their current 

situation.  

As we have observed in Extract 7 and Extract 8, 

assessment in multiparty conversation can be done 

collaboratively. It appears that shared knowledge (Cf. 

Takanashi et al., 2006) is the infrastructure that 

enables collaborative assessment, especially when 

the object is non-present as in the two extracts.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the finding and discussion section of this article, 

we have analyzed 6 extracts, taken from 4 different 

conversations. In those extracts, we can observe how 

assessment can be constructed through verbal and 

non-verbal means, involving a single participant, 

two, or even more. In all extracts, the assessments 

consist of two elements: the assessable and 

assessment.  

The assessable, the focal point being assessed in 

the conversation, can simply be an item (Extract 3, 

Extract 5, Extract 7), a person (Extract 4), a group of 

items (Extract 6), or even a condition (Extract 8). 

The assessment can be produced through verbal 

means, e.g. adjective (Extract 3, Extract 5, and 

Extract 6), phrase (Extract 7 and Extract 8), and 

interjection (Extract 4 and Extract 7). It can also be 

displayed through bodily movement or a combination 

of verbal means and bodily movement as in Extract 

4. Each of the assessment carries the speaker’s 

evaluation of and stance towards the assessable.  

The analysis of the 5 extracts also shows that 

assessments are performed as two-step action. The 

first step is getting the listeners orient to a focal point 

(i.e. assessable). To achieve listeners’ orientation, an 

assessment may be performed ranging from simply 

mentioning the assessable (Extract 4, Extract 5, 

Extract 6, Extract 7, and Extract 8) describing the 

assessable, to detailing how the assessable operates 

(Extract 3). 

The second step of doing an assessment is 

presenting or displaying the speaker’s assessment 

towards that focal point or assessable. This can be 

done by the same speaker (Extract 3) or different 

speakers (Extract 5, Extract 7, and Extract 8). 

Assessment can be produced by the speaker who 

produces the assessable after being prompted by 

another speaker as in Extract 6. A speaker may re-

produce the assessable in the current turn, after an 

initial production by a prior speaker, when more than 

one potential assessable is present (Extract 4). 

Assessment may also be produced in sequence, one 

speaker after another (Extract 7 and 8). 

Additionally, there is one more observation 

regarding the organization of verbal and non-verbal 

modalities in an assessment. Non-verbal assessment, 

as in Extract 4, can be produced earlier than its verbal 

counterpart. It can be produced almost in overlap 

with the assessable. Noting that the verbal and 

nonverbal conveyance in Extract 4 bring a similar 

stance towards the assessable.  

The observation in Extract 4 adds to the 

multimodal organization of conversational 

interaction. Verbal and non-verbal modalities are 

interconnected, yet occupying “different production 

space”, the non-verbal modality may be produced 

earlier (Cf. Kaukomaa et al., 2013). This observation 

is also valuable in terms of multimodal 

“projectability” (Auer, 2005; Hayashi, 2004; 

Liddicoat, 2004) in conversation.  

Lastly, based on the analysis of the extracts, I 

would like to suggest a new notion: “assessability”. 

This notion becomes relevant especially in the case 

where the assessable and assessment are not 

produced by a single participant in a single turn. 

When a focal point is introduced in a conversation, 

assessment towards that focal point only becomes 

relevant. That focal point does not readily become 

assessable at the point of its production. That focal 

point has to be assessable in some way or having 

4 → Ratna : WUE:: leng[kap ]   [dah    tuh] 
     INT   complete    already  that 

    Aha, (that would be) complete 

5  Sinta :            [ ɘ  ] 
    ((turns her head towards Putu)) 

    What? 

6 → Putu :                     [  Alami  ]   dah   tuh 
                           natural   already that 

    (It would be) natural 
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assessability, in order for an assessment to be 

produced.  

In Extract 7, assessment is only produced after 

a new piece of information regarding the potential 

assessable is produced. In comparison, in Extract 8, 

an assessment is readily produced right after the 

potential assessable is introduced into the 

conversation. The term assessability encapsulates the 

intrinsic quality(ies) of a potential assessable and its 

context(s) of production that enable it to be assessed.  

The current study is a preliminary study that 

looks into the structure of Indonesian conversation, 

starting from multimodal features of assessment. It is 

hoped that this study will provide a firm footing for 

subsequent studies on the structure of Indonesian 

conversation, from assessment, branching out to 

various themes.  

One possible topic for further study is to tease 

out the aforementioned notion of assessability. This 

can be done through gathering and analyzing cases 

where assessments are produced by two participants 

or more.  

The list of further studies can be said to be 

endless, one may study the exact placement of facial 

expression in delivering assessment, assessment in 

second and third position, assessment in different 

contexts, etc. The main point is that more studies 

should be done on naturally occurring conversational 

Indonesian, simply because it is the real day to day 

language of the Indonesian people. 
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